
Newsletter 2020/21

September 2020 saw the start of our ninth fieldwork season of the study. Back then, we were unsure how affected we 

would be with COVID-19 restrictions, and how these may hamper fieldwork efforts.  However, as you will read, we have 

had a rather successful season. In fact, it has been such a good season, that we thought it would be worthwhile reinstating 

the annual newsletter.

Within you can find an update on the 2020/21 colour ringing and ring reading effort and we detail our most interesting 

captures of the season.  This season we have also assisted Constantine Eleftheriou, a student at University of Liverpool, 

with data collection for his new student project, and he provides us with an update on this work.

From ringing birds, we not only gain useful insights in to their annual movements, but we can also learn a great deal about 

their longevity and survival. Ring reader Dave Murray had a rather nice find at his Cheshire ring reading site, and we report 

on this too. We are truly indebted to our amazing network of ring readers who without their tremendous efforts the 

success of our study would be rather limited.

Kane Brides, Scott Petrek, Ciaran Hatsell and Stephen Christmas

Waterbird Colour-marking Group

North West Black-headed Gull study

Winter ringing effort

Despite COVID-19 and the various lockdown restrictions, when 

the opportunity allowed we managed to continue our ringing 

activities resuting in our most successful winter to date, thanks 

in part to other work commitments needing to be completed and  

reduced numbers of people in the parks and gardens where we ring 

(so fewer people were feeding the birds).

Overall from September 2020 to February 2021 a total of 304 

individual Black-headed Gulls were hand caught by our ringers, 

which consisted of 264 newly ringed birds, 30 recaptures (either 

from previous colour-ringing sessions or where the bird was 

originally metal ringed and had a colour-ring fitted this winter) and 

10 controlled birds (those ringed by others elsewhere and now 

have a colour-ring fitted by us). ©
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NWBHGs
in
numbers 21

The age in years of the oldest known Black-headed Gull 

recorded as part of our study. 

waterbirdcolourmarking.org#NWBHGs



Year colour-ring added Number resighted in 2020/21

2011 6

2012 9

2013 22

2014 5

2015 2

2016 12

2017 10

2018 81

2019 117

Winter resighting effort 

Despite the various travel restrictions and then a national 

lockdown, resightings for the study have continued to pour 

in as local people explore their local area more. We’ve had 

many first-time reporters this season, as well as birds turning 

up in new places. A couple of lucky observers haven’t even 

had to leave their home to see colour-ringed birds as they’ve 

turned up in their gardens!

In all we received 1,279 sightings from September 2020 to 

February 2021, made up of 423 individual birds. As expected 

most of these were birds from recent years, although six 

birds from the first year of the study, 2011, were resighted.
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Whilst the vast majority of resightings came from within the 

study area at wintering sites in north west England, we also 

received resightings from Ireland, France and our first ever 

from in Portugal. The bird was ringed 2T86 in November 

2020 at Bowness-on-Windermere and then seen in Algés 

near Lisbon in early January 2021.

Other within winter movements between September 2020 

and February 2021 were noted in 21 birds, with most 

originating from Grange-over-Sands (red) and Bowness-on-

Windermere (blue), as shown below.

Most of the within winter movements from the two sites 

were in a south or south-easterly direction.

All four birds were ringed at Grange-over-Sands on the 

same day in September 2020 but were then resighted 

elsewhere that winter.  2T43 was seen less than a month 

later in Lancaster, 2T44 was found near Keighley, West 

Yorkshire in February 2021.  2T46 and 2T51 were both 

resighted in Derbyshire, with 2T46 near Chesterfield and 

2T51 in Bakewell.  Both were first sighted in the county 

in October 2020 and both had remained until at least 

February 2021.

2R82 was ringed at Grange-over-Sands in December 

2019, and sighted back at the same site the following 

winter in October 2020.  The bird then moved and was 

resighted near Otley, West Yorkshire with later sightings 

being recieved in November and December 2020.

Ringed at Grange-over-Sands in November 2019, 

2T57 was sighted at the same site in October 2020 and 

February 2021 but in between has been sighted in Nelson, 

Lancashire in December 2020.

2X90 was added to the study as a colour-ringed bird in 

December 2020 when caught at Derwent Water, but 

the bird was originally ringed metal only in 2007.  After 

release the bird was seen 16 days later in Lancaster.

2T72 became our fastest ever resighting away from the 

ringing site in October 2020. Ringed at Grange-over-

Sands it was in Chester city centre three days later.

2T43 2T44 2T46 2T51

2R82

2R57

2X90



Do urban stresses have an impact?

Human influence, especially the ability to urbanise areas, 

is key in driving our ever increasing population.  Although 

this is generally perceived as a benefit, the fast and drastic 

changes to the environment also impacts local species. 

This type of rapid land use change is not well recorded in 

the fossil record, hence human interference has acted to 

increase evolutionary pressure on urban animals at a rate 

much higher than naturally possible. The focus of my study 

revolves around the impacts on Black-headed Gulls. Using 

data collected by NWBHGs, I have been analysing whether 

urban stressors have an effect on the body condition and 

size of the birds. 

Black-headed Gulls are an ideal study species to measure 

as their behavioural and generally plasticity lends them to 

exploiting new environments. The species is not alone, as 

is evident from gull populations within cities increasing and 

even considered to be pests by some. 

To understand the novel selection pressure acting on Black-

headed Gulls, firstly it is key to explain how urban and rural 

environments differ through the use of a few examples. 

The use of impervious surfaces within cityscapes reduces 

the amount of available natural surfaces and habitats, and 

this is further impacted as the vegetation present is then 

often managed, limiting available food sources. However 

the urban environment can provide additional feeding 

opportunties around the clock due to presence of artificial 

light. Urban areas provide an easily available food source of 

human refuse, which many gull species take advantage of.  

Rural habitats, on the other hand, have a higher predation 

risk and provide the birds with a dynamic natural system, of 

which they can exploit. 

These environments mean selection acts on Black-headed 

Gulls differ, and so far my analysis has shown significant 

differences with respect to wing length, total head length, 

weight and body mass index.  The extent of these differences 

depend on the environment the birds are in.  For example we 

can hypothesise that, as stated before, urban areas provide 

gulls with more human refuse and a greater period of which 

to forage, allowing them to increase in weight.  With further 

analysis I am hoping to explain and identify the drivers in 

which cause differences in morphology.

Constantine Eleftheriou

Student, University of Liverpool

Dissertation project overseen by Jonathan Green

By the end of the 2020/21 season we have received over 

4,800 sightings in the database since the colour-ringing 

began in March 2011.

Since being ringed in January 2013, 2F69 has become 

our most reported bird with 98 sightings between 

its wintering site at Redes Mere in Cheshire and its 

breeding site in Lithuania.

NWBHGs in Numbers
79The total combined weight 

in kilograms of 252 Black-

headed gulls weighed during 

winter 2020/21!

NWBHGs in Numbers

230The number of locations we’ve received sightings from 

throughout the UK and across 16 countries in Europe.
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2V90 ST287820

2X71 ET53375

Interesting recaptures
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2V92 was caught carrying a Latvian metal ring, S7223 

at Southport Marine Lake on 10th December 2020.

Due to its Latvian metal ring appearing old and worn 

(photo), we removed this and replaced with a BTO 

metal ring. We await the original ringing details from 

the Latvian Bird Ringing Centre.

2V90 being identified by its Finnish metal ring, a 

regular at Southport Marine Lake over the years, it was 

somewhat a nice surprise to catch this individual as it 

came to take offerings of McDonald’s fries.

Ringed in Turku, Finland as a juvenile in July 2011, it 

become blue 2V90 in December 2020 (photo) and 

has since provided a fascinating history of regular 

movement between Southport Marine Lake and 

another of our study sites, at Grange-over-Sands in 

Cumbria.

2V92 S7223
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2X71 was caught carrying metal ring ET53375 at 

Southport Marine Lake on 10th December 2020 and 

given a colour-ring. The original ringing details show 

that this bird was ringed at Upper Barden Reservoir in 

North Yorkshire as a chick on 20th June 1999.

A quick check back at our re-sightings show that we 

read this bird’s metal ring at Southport Marine Lake 

on 3rd December 2010. The bird now carries one of our 

colour-rings, which will make identification easier; it 

also becomes one of oldest known birds in the study, 

at 21 years old.

This season we also fitted colour rings                        and               .  These birds were originally ringed by us with metal rings 

as chicks at the Killington Reservoir breeding colony in Cumbria. Neither had been re-encountered since ringing, until 

they were recaptured at Grange-over-Sands in Cumbria where they were given colour-rings, which will now enable us to 

identify them with ease and hopefully follow their future movements.

2T59 2T79



Metal ring Ringing date Age Ringing location Colour ring 

added

2020/21 recapture location

EG01037 28/11/2006 4
Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria
2B78

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EG45018 19/12/2007 4
Derwent Water, Keswick

Cumbria
2X90

Derwent Water, Keswick

Cumbria

EG45072 26/11/2009 4
Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria
2T79

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EG50796 11/12/2020 4
Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria
2V13

Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria

ET53375 20/06/1999 1
Upper Barden Reservoir

North Yorkshire 
2X71

Southport Marine Lake

Merseyside

EW45655 30/05/2020 1
Whitaside Tarn

North Yorkshire
2V45

Bowness-on-Windermere,

Cumbria

EW70545 12/09/2020 3
Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria
2B70

Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria

EW70591 28/03/2009 6
Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria
2T61

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EX51430 12/02/2013 6
Derwent Water, Keswick

Cumbria
2T57

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EX54192 24/12/2010 3
Ambleside, Windermere

Cumbria
2V64

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EY26654 14/06/2013 1
Killington Reservoir

Cumbria
2T75

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EY26929 26/11/2013 4
Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria
2T96

Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria

EY26930 26/11/2013 3
Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria
2V26

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EY94529 05/06/2014 1
Killington Reservoir

Cumbria
2T59

Grange-over-Sands

Cumbria

EY94752 14/11/2015 4
Southport Marine Lake

Merseyside
2X66

Southport Marine Lake

Merseyside

EZ09041 10/02/2017 6
Redes Mere, Siddington

Cheshire
2V14

Redes Mere, Siddington

Cheshire

EG45006 21/11/2007 4
Derwent Water, Keswick

Cumbria
2B81

Derwent Water, Keswick

Cumbria

EX40381 15/10/2010 4
Stanley Park, Blackpool

Lancashire
2B88

Stanley Park, Blackpool

Lancashire

HA34840 22/06/2019 1
Klaipeda

Lithuania 
2Y90

Bowness-on-Windermere

Cumbria

ST287820 24/07/2011 3
Turku, Turku-Pori

Finland
2V90

Southport Marine Lake

Merseyside

S7223 Awaiting details Latvia 2V92
Southport Marine Lake

Merseyside

Metal-ring only captures

When possible our ringers will attempt the capture of metal-ringed only birds, since much more information can be gleaned 

from catching birds, which already have a ‘history’. Twenty-one birds carrying metal-rings only were captured during the 

2020-21 winter catching season, with some of these birds originating from catch attempts before we started using colour-

rings, with others originating from outside of our study area.
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Birds from other colour-marking schemes sighted in our study area

When out and about our ring readers are not only encountering birds from our study, but also record colour-ringed birds 

from other schemes across the UK and from other countries.  Here is a small sample of birds recorded in our study area.

Ringing details
Date:  20/06/2019

Age:  Chick

Location: Smolevichi Water, Smalyavichy

  BELARUS

Resighting details
Date:  01/12/2020

Location: Chester city centre, Cheshire

Distance: 2,027 km

K145

Ringing details
Date:  02/04/1998

Age:  Adult

Location: Frognerparken, Oslo

  NORWAY

Resighting details
Date:  10/12/2020

Location: Southport, Lancashire

Distance: 1,086 km

J1N5
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Ringing details
Date:  16/04/2015

Age:  Adult

Location: Vøyenbroa, Oslo

  NORWAY

Resighting details
Date:  06/01/2021

Location: Ormskirk, Lancashire

Distance: 1,091 km

J43E
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Where else do they come from?

Based on the latest ringing recoveries report published online by BTO (British Trust for Ornithology) ringed Black-headed 

Gulls, whether metal ringed only or those with a colour-ring, have been found in the UK from 27 countries across Europe 

and Northern Africa including Morocco, Iceland, Serbia and Spain.  British ringed gulls have been found in 30 countries 

across the region including Algeria, Israel and Senegal.  The latest BTO report can be found online here.

Ringing details
Date:  01/06/2020

Age:  Chick

Location: Altfriedland, Neuhardenberg

  GERMANY

Resighting details
Date:  12/11/2020

Location: Queen’s Park, Crewe

Distance: 1,112 km

X76T
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Ringing details
Date:  23/06/2020

Age:  Adult, male

Location: Benthuizerplas, Zoetermeer

  NETHERLANDS

Resighting details
Date:  12/11/2020

Location: Queen’s Park, Crewe

Distance: 486 km

EXT6

Ringing details
Date:  24/11/2016

Age:  Juvenile

Location: Andetorvet, Silkeborg

  DENMARK

Resighting details
Date:  01/01/2021

Location: Queen’s Park, Crewe

Distance: 845 km

SCM

https://www.bto.org/our-science/projects/ringing/publications/online-ringing-reports


Future NWBHGs combinations

As we enter our tenth year of colour-marking next 

season, we are coming to the end of the 2, letter, number, 

number sequences.

From the 2021/22 season onwards we will be starting a 

new sequence format starting 2, number, number, letter.

The 30 year old Black-headed Gull 

Not only do we ringers get excited at the prospect of colder 

weather and icy conditions, as such weather can make for 

some excellent catches – our ring readers equally find these 

conditions of great use too! Frozen lakes and ponds make 

great platforms to facilitate ring reading.

On 13th February 2021, ring reader Dave Murray headed to 

his local park for his daily exercise and to check out the Black-

headed gull flock. Upon scanning the ice for ringed birds, he 

found white LLY (photo). The ice greatly helped here, since 

this bird appeared not to be a “bready” individual and thus 

not coming very close to make a successful ring read.

As the bird carried a Dutch colour-ring, Dave checked with 

our colleague, Frank Majoor, and found that this bird was 

in fact originally ringed in Essex by the North Thames Gull 

Group. See the group’s website here and Frank’s website 

here.

The nice surprise was it was originally captured as a second 

year bird in 1991, making this individual over 30 years old! 

Since ringing, the bird, not surprisingly went undetected for 

a number of years until it was captured on the nest in the 

Netherlands and given a colour-ring in 2003. Since colour 

ringing, this individual has been sighted a few times in the 

Netherlands since, though Dave’s is the first sighting of this 

bird in England since ringing. 

International travellers 

So far the list of countries where ‘our’ birds have either 

been resighted or where they were originally ringed and 

controlled by us in the study area includes:

2A00 2Y99

200A 299A 200B 299B

Letters used:

A, B, C, F, H, J, L, N, P, R, S, T, V, X, Y

NWBHGs in Numbers 2,158
The furthest distance in kilometres of a re-sighting of one of our

Black-headed Gulls. The bird 2C20 was ringed at Sale Water Park in

Greater Manchester in 2011 and then seen in Novgorod, Russia in 2017

Ireland

Estonia

The Netherlands

Sweden

Finland

Latvia

Denmark

Russia

Germany

Norway

Lithuania

Spain

Portugal

France

Belgium

Poland
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2C20, 2H05, 2L83 and 2J25 (above) have all been seen in Russia

http://www.ntgg.org.uk/cgi-bin/map.cgi?p=recmap&t=r&r=ER14591
http://frankmajoor.nl/indexkokmeeuw1-uk.shtml


NWBHGs in Numbers

1,307

The total number of 

gulls colour-marked 

since we started 

colour-ringing in 2011.

Sharing the stories

Regular updates from the study, including news from 

catches, re-sightings and interesting recoveries can be 

found on Twitter by following #NWBHGs. Click the hashtag 

to see the latest news.

You don’t need a Twitter account to view the hashtag.  

If you do use Twitter and tweet about your sightings 

of north west colour-ringed Black-headed Gulls, don’t 

forget to use the hashtag to help promote the study.  
 

The work undertaken as part of the North West Black-

headed Gull study falls within the aims of the Waterbird 

Colour-marking Group, the group’s new website can be 

found at www.waterbirdcolourmarking.org 

Follow where they go 

As spring migration commences, we’ll be updating the 

sightings map on our new website so you can keep tabs on 

their movements and follow where they go, just check out 

the project page and follow the link to Where are they?  

With thanks to...

#NWBHGs on Twitter

3,231 Total number of likes 

they’ve received

156
The total number of 

sighting tweets since 

April 2016 441
The total number of 

retweets they’ve recieved

Our thanks go to Robin Sellers, Danny Gornall and 

Luke Ozsanlav-Harris for their assistance with 

ringing.

Our thanks also go to the landowners who permit 

us to catch on their land, to those who have 

financially supported the study and to the many 

ring readers who provide ring sightings. 

waterbirdcolourmarking.org#NWBHGs

309
The highest 

number of likes for 

the single tweet

Sightings received from spring 2020
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https://twitter.com/search?q=%23NWBHGs&src=typed_query&f=live
https://waterbirdcolourmarking.org/
https://waterbirdcolourmarking.org/black-headed-gull/

